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Abstract—Domain analysis is a labor intensive task in which related software systems are analyzed to discover their common
and variable parts. Many software projects include extensive domain analysis activities, intended to jumpstart the requirements
process through identifying potential features. In this paper, we present a recommender system that is designed to reduce the
human effort of performing domain analysis. Our approach relies on data mining techniques to discover common features across
products as well as relationships among those features. We use a novel incremental diffusive algorithm to extract features from
online product descriptions, and then employ association rule mining and the k-Nearest-Neighbor machine learning method to
make feature recommendations during the domain analysis process. Our feature mining and feature recommendation algorithms
are quantitatively evaluated and the results are presented. Also, the performance of the recommender system is illustrated and
evaluated within the context of a case study for an enterprise level collaborative software suite. The results clearly highlight the
benefits and limitations of our approach, as well as the necessary preconditions for its success.
Index Terms—domain analysis, recommender systems, clustering, association rule mining, k-nearest neighbor.
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I NTRODUCTION

Domain analysis is the process of identifying, organizing, analyzing, and modeling features common to
a particular domain [1], [2]. It is conducted in early
phases of the software development life-cycle in order
to generate ideas for a product, discover commonalities and variants within a domain, help project stakeholders configure product lines, and to identify opportunities for reuse. As such, it is an important component of the upfront software engineering process.
In current practice, most domain analysis techniques,
such as Feature Oriented Domain Analysis (FODA)
[2] or Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) [3] rely
upon analysts manually reviewing existing requirement specifications or competitors’ product brochures
and Web sites, and are therefore quite labor intensive. The success of these approaches is dependent
upon the availability of relevant documents and/or
access to existing project repositories, as well as the
knowledge and expertise of the domain analyst. Other
approaches such as the Domain Analysis and Reuse
Environment (DARE) [4] utilize data mining and
information retrieval methods to provide automated
support for feature identification and extraction, but
tend to focus their efforts on only a small handful
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of requirements specifications. The extracted features
are therefore limited by the scope of the available
specifications.
In this paper, we address these limitations through
presenting a novel approach for identifying a broader
set of candidate features. In contrast to previous
methods that extract features from proprietary project
repositories, our approach mines raw feature descriptions, referred to from now on as descriptors, from
thousands of partial product specifications found on
Web sites which host or market software packages.
It then analyzes the relationships between features
and products and utilizes this information to recommend features for a specific project. Our approach
takes as input an initial product description, analyzes
this description, and then generates related feature
recommendations utilizing two different algorithms.
The first algorithm uses the unsupervised association rule mining [5], [6] technique to discover affinities among features across products and to augment
and enrich the initial product profile. The second
algorithm acts upon the augmented product profile
and uses a k-nearest neighbor approach, common in
collaborative filtering recommender systems [7], to
analyze neighborhoods of similar products in order
to identify new features. The end result is a set of
recommended features which can be fed into the
requirements engineering process in order to help
project stakeholders define the features for a specific
software product or product line. Figure 1 illustrates
a feature recommendation scenario for an anti-virus
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Step # 1: Enter initial product description
The product will protect the computer from viruses and email spam. It will
maintain a database of known viruses and will retrieve updated descriptions
from a server. It will scan the computer on demand for viruses.

descriptions

Step # 2: Confirm features
We have identified the following features from your initial product
description. Please confirm :






Email spam detection
Virus definition update and automatic update supported
Disk scan for finding malware
Internal database to detect known viruses

Raw feature
descriptions



Incremental
Diffusive Clustering

We notice that you appear to be developing an Anti-virus software system.
Would you like to browse the feature model?

Based on the features you have already selected we recommend the
following three features. Please confirm:
Network intrusion detection Why?
Real time file monitoring Why?
Web history and cookies management

Click here for more recommendations

Features

 Feature
naming

Feature
Names

Features

Step # 3: Recommend features





Screen
scraper

 Product



Product × Feature Matrix

Why?

Accepted
recommendations

View Feature Model

Fig. 1. Example of Feature Recommendations

product. An initial product description is mapped
to four features in the recommender’s knowledge
base related to spam detection, disk scans, virus definitions, and virus databases. This initial profile is
then augmented to include additional features of network intrusion, file monitoring, and web history and
cookies management. In our approach, the user can
interact with the system in order to provide feedback
on candidate features. In this example scenario, the
user rejects network intrusion; however file monitoring
and web history are added to the initial product profile.
Additional recommendations (not shown) are then
generated based on this profile.
In our previous work [8] we introduced our feature
recommender system and evaluated it in a restricted
domain with relatively small sized software products
such as anti-virus software, multi-media iPod applications, and photography applications. In this paper, we
extend this prior work by making several additional
contributions. First, we provide a more detailed analysis of our technique for extracting features from online
listings utilizing our Incremental Diffusive Clustering
(IDC) algorithm. Previously, we had shown anecdotally that IDC performed well for clustering requirements and features. In this paper we present a quantitative evaluation of IDC by comparing it against well
established algorithms including K-Means [9], Fuzzy
K-Means [10], Spherical K-Means [11], and Latent
Dirilecht Allocation (LDA) [12]; and we demonstrate
that it outperforms them for purposes of clustering
feature descriptors. Secondly, we demonstrate and
evaluate our approach across a broader set of domains
including applications for Internet, security, system
solutions, office-tools, and programming domains.
Finally, as our recommender system is intended to
support domain analysis in large projects, we evaluate
it within the context of a project designed to deliver

 Recommender

system based on
association rules,
and content based
(kNN) recommender.


Association
rules

Frequent
Item Set
Graph (FIG)

(a) Constructing the recommender system




Product
idea

Product description

Recommendations
Domain
Analyst

Natural Language
Processor and feature
matcher used to build
initial profile.

Association Rule
 recommender
used
to augment initial
profile

Feedback

Recommendations

Content based (kNN)
recommender.

(b) Using the recommender system to recommend features

Fig. 2. Feature Recommendations

a software suite for supporting remote collaboration.
This project incorporates features from a broad set
of domains and demonstrates the usefulness of our
recommender system in a more realistic development
scenario.
Our Feature Recommender System includes several
different components as illustrated in Figure 2(a). The
first component is the Screen scraper ¬ , responsible for
mining descriptors from online product specifications.
The second component is the incremental diffusive clustering algorithm , which clusters descriptors into features and extracts meaningful names for each cluster.
The third component is a product-by-feature matrix
®, which is generated as a by-product of the clustering
process and is then used to construct a frequent itemset
graph (FIG) ¯ [13], [14] from which feature association
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rules can be generated. The final component is the
recommender system itself °. This system utilizes
both the product-by-feature matrix and the FIG to
generate on-demand feature recommendations. Figure 2(b) depicts how feature recommendations are
made through a series of interactions with the user
(steps ± to ´).
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows.
Section 2 describes our approach for mining features
from online product descriptions, provides a qualitative evaluation of the mined features, and reports
the results of a comparative evaluation of IDC versus
other well-established clustering techniques. Section 3
describes our feature recommender system, which is
then evaluated in Section 4. Section 5 describes the
case study we conducted in which the recommender
system was used to support domain analysis activities
for a Collaborative Online Software Suite. Section 6
discusses threats to validity for our work, section 7
describes related work, and finally section 8 summarizes our main findings and suggests areas of future
work.

2

F EATURE E XTRACTION

Many different websites such as SoftPedia, Google
Apps MarketPlace, and Softonic, provide descriptions
of software products. For purposes of our study, we
utilized Softpedia.com, which indexes hundreds of
thousands of software products. Most products in
Softpedia include a product summary and a bulleted
list of features. The Screen-Scraper utility was used to
extract both the product summary and also the list of
features. The summary data was split into sentences
which were added to the features extracted from the
bulleted list, creating a combined list which we refer
to as feature descriptors. In this study, 493,347 feature
descriptors were retrieved from 117,265 products, categorized under 21 categories and 159 sub categories.
Table 1 depicts a sample of the feature descriptors
mined from two typical SoftPedia products.
Table 2 illustrates a small subset of the features
manually identified for the Softpedia Anti-virus software products. It shows that most of the analyzed
Anti-virus systems include core features such as Automatic Updates or Malware Scan, as well as variants
such as File Backup and Data Encryption which are
found in only a small subset of products. Furthermore,
certain features such as Anti- root kit scan are found
primarily in anti-virus software applications, while
others, such as Password Manager are common across
many different product categories. Various associations can be observed among features. For example,
80% of products containing parental controls also
track web history, while 77% of Anti-Virus products
that provide integration with 3rd party software do
NOT support protected files.
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TABLE 1
Sample Descriptors from Two SoftPedia Products
FAR 3.0
Drag and drop facility for copy and move operations;
Easy configurable options: internal/external file viewer and
text editor, file operation associations for certain file types,
panel view and file sorting modes;
Long file name support;
NTFS ”compressed” and ”encrypted” (Win2K) attribute and
Hard/symbolic links support;
Plugin modules and commands: default plugins set includes
Archive management plugin, FTP client, network browser,
print manager and temporary panel, but you may write your
own plugins;
Tunable configuration, color scheme customization;
Clipboard functions;
Windows Phone Device Manager
Applications management: view, install/uninstall homebrew
applications;
File management: explore device, exchange files with your
phone;
Send to Windows Phone (to send files, apps, ringtones, web
links in one click);
Add and manage custom ringtones;
Send SMS, E-mail, notes directly from PC (without needing
cloud services);
Take screenshots of the phone;
Programming sends notifications to phone;
Shared clipboard with PC and phone;
Integration with Windows explorer (drag & drop,
copy/paste, view apps icons and details);

2.1

Incremental Diffusive Clustering

The center piece of the feature discovery component
of the system is our Incremental Diffusive Clustering
algorithm [8], [15], [16]. The goal of this component is
to group together extracted product feature descriptors into an aggregate representation of a candidate
feature. Thus, each discovered cluster will represent
a feature that captures common characteristics across
products. We originally developed IDC to address
perceived cohesiveness problems observed when clustering short documents such as requirements, features, and fault descriptions, using existing clustering
algorithms [17].
Although anecdotally IDC outperformed other
techniques for clustering features, we did not previously evaluate it in a rigorous manner. In this section,
we first describe the IDC algorithm, and then report
on a new quantitative and qualitative analysis that we
conducted.
IDC is an incremental clustering approach, in which
clustering is achieved through a series of iterations.
The best cluster is retained from each iteration, and its
dominant terms are identified and then removed from
all feature descriptors. This allows cross-cutting, yet
non-dominant, topics to emerge in subsequent clustering iterations, resulting in fuzzy clusters in which each
feature descriptor can be assigned to more than one
cluster [8], [18]. The iterative diffusion process is important in obtaining clusters that both identify unique
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a-squared Free
Acronis AV
AhnLab Platinum
Ahnlab
Anti-Trojan Elite
AppRanger
Ashampoo a.m.
Auslogics AV
Avast! Pro AV
Avast! Int. Sec
AVG AV Pro.
AVGAV+Firewall
Avira AntiVir Premium
Avira SmallBusiness Suite
Bkav2008
BitDefender Total Sec. ’10
BitDefender Int. Sec. ’10
Corbitek AntiMW
CyberDefender Int. Sec.
COMODO Cloud Scanner
Dr.Web
G DATA AV ’10
Fix-it Utilities Pro.
Gucup AV
GSA Delphi Induc Cleaner
Hazard Shield
GGreat Owl USBAV
Jiangmin AV KV ’10
K7 AV
Immunet Protect
MW Destroyer
Kaspersky Ultra-Portables
Mx One AV
MultiCore AV AntiSpyware
McAfee VirusScan
Microworld AV Toolkit Util.
Norton Int. Sec.
Novashield - Anti MW
NoVirusThanks MW Rem.
Norman Virus Control
Norton AV 2009 GamingEd.
Norton AV
Norman Sec. Suite
Network MW Cleaner
PC Tools Int. Sec. ’10
Outpost Sec. Suite Pro
nProtect GameGuard Pers.
Quick Heal Int. Sec. ’10
Quick Heal Total Sec. ’10
Steganos Int. Sec. 2009
Steganos AV 2009
SpyDLLRem.
Tizer Rootkit Razor
The Shield Deluxe ’10
The Cleaner 2011
SystemSuite Pro.
SysIntegrity AM
VIPRE AV Premium
VirIT eXplorer Lite
TrustPort PC Sec. ’10
Twister Anti-TrojanVirus
ZoneAlarm Sec. Suite
Wlording AntiSpyware
Your Free AntiSpyware
Webroot Int. Sec.
Windows AV Mate Prof.
Wimp
VIRUSfighter
VirusBuster Pro.
VirusBuster Personal

TABLE 2
A Small Sample of Features for a Selection of Softpedia AntiVirus Products

Active detection of downloaded files
••
•
Active detection of instant messenging
•••
•
Active detection of removable media
Active detection of search results
••
Anti-Root kit scan
•
•
Automatic scan
Automatic scan of all files on startup
Automatic updates
•
Behavioral Detection
Command line scan
Contain viruses in specific quarantine
•
Customized firewall settings
Data encryption
•••
•
Detection of suspcious/injected DLLs
Disc scan for finding malware
• ••• • • • •
Email detection
• ••
File backup
...
...
Note: This table was manually
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compiled by researchers at DePaul university through inspecting Anti-Virus product listings at http://www.SoftPedia.com.
It therefore only includes features listed on SoftPedia.

characteristics that contribute to a given feature, as
well as retain those characteristics that are common
across distinct features. Our goal in designing the IDC
algorithms was to be able to generate overlapping
clusters that correspond to product features, yet at the
same time maintain the clustering cohesiveness that
is typically achieved by crisp clustering techniques,
such as standard variations of k-means algorithm.
Our experimental evaluation, presented later in this
section, shows that the IDC algorithm does indeed
achieve this goal.
2.1.1 Preprocessing
Initial feature descriptors are first preprocessed by
tokenizing them into a set of keywords, removing
commonly occurring words (stop words), and stemming the remaining keywords to their root form
(i.e., terms). Given the dictionary of all such terms
T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tW }, each feature descriptor, fi , is represented as a vector of terms, vi = (fi,1 , fi,2 , . . . , fi,W )
where fi,j is a term weight representing the number
of occurrences of term tj in the feature descriptor
fi . These term weights are then transformed using a
standard term-frequency, inverse document frequency
(tf-idf) approach [9] such that, tf -idf (fi,j ) = fi,j ·
log2 (D/dfj ) where D represents the total number of
feature descriptors, and dfj represents the number
of feature descriptors containing term tj . Finally, the
transformed vector (with tf-idf weights) is normalized to a unit vector resulting in the vector Vi =
(Fi,1 , Fi,2 , . . . , Fi,W ). The following steps are then executed to identify features.
2.1.2 Granularity
To determine how many features (clusters) to generate
for a given product category, IDC uses a modified version of Can’s metric [19] which considers the degree

to which each feature descriptor differentiates itself
from other feature descriptors. The ideal number of
clusters K is computed as follows:
K=

W
W
2
XX
X 1 X
fi,j
fi,j fi,j
·
=
|vi | Nj
|vi | j=1 Nj
j=1

vi ∈F

(1)

vi ∈F

where Nj represents the total number of occurrences
of term tj . Through observing the results of preliminary clustering experiments, we modified the algorithm to exclude terms for which Nj fell below a
threshold determined empirically to be 0.0075D. Introducing this threshold improved cluster quality by
removing low frequency terms that were not relevant
or useful for identifying potential features.
2.1.3

Clustering

The feature descriptor vectors extracted in the preprocessing stage are automatically clustered using the incremental diffusive clustering algorithm (IDC) [8], [15]
in order to extract a meaningful and cohesive set of
final features. In each iteration, IDC first automatically
clusters the feature descriptors, and then, it identifies
and retains the highest quality cluster based on the
cohesiveness and size of the cluster. Once this cluster
has been selected, its dominant terms are identified
and removed from all clusters. This allows other
cross-cutting, but non-dominant, topics to emerge in
the subsequent clustering iterations. In our initial
rendition of IDC, a consensus-based Spherical KMeans clustering approach was used in each iteration
in order to increase the cohesiveness of intermediate
clusters. However, to address scalability issues associated with clustering 493,347 feature descriptors,
we replaced consensus clustering with the use of
standard Spherical K-Means clustering. Furthermore,
to reduce runtime, we clustered feature descriptors in
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each of the Softpedia categories separately, and then
merged similar clusters across the categories.
2.1.4 Selecting the best cluster
In each iteration IDC promotes the “best” cluster to
the status of a feature. Based on initial observations,
the best cluster from a set L = {C1 , C2 , . . . , CK },
is one that has high levels of cohesion with broad
coverage of the topics. To measure cohesion for a
cluster Ci = {Vi,1 , Vi,2 , . . . , Vi,r } with centroid Ci , the
similarity between the feature descriptors and their
associated
centroids is computed and averaged as
Pr
( j=1 sim(Vi,j , Ci ))/r. while topic coverage is comPr
puted as j=1 sim(Vi,j , Ci ). Cohesion and topic coverage scores are added together, and the cluster with
the highest combined score is selected as the “best”
cluster and promoted to the status of a feature. Note
that if cohesion alone had been used to select the
“best” cluster, the algorithm would have been biased
towards small clusters. In the extreme case, a cluster
with only one feature descriptor would always be selected. Topic coverage was therefore used as a second
criterion to balance cohesion and cluster size.
2.1.5 Removing dominant terms
To remove dominant terms, terms exhibiting weights
above a predefined threshold (0.15) in the centroid
vector of the “best” cluster are selected. Since the
centroids are also normalized, this threshold is held
constant. These terms are then removed from all
descriptors in the dataset. For example, if dominant
terms are identified as instant, email and encrypt, then
a descriptor originally specified as Encrypt email messages before transmission is reduced to messages before
transmission (with the word before also removed as
a stop word). Future rounds of clustering are then
performed on the reduced version of descriptors.
This process is repeated until the targeted number
of features, determined previously in Step 1, have
been identified.
2.1.6 Post processing
A post-processing step is executed to optimize the
identified features. This step involves the four tasks
of (i) removing misfits, (ii) recomputing centroids,
(iii) checking for missing members, and finally (iv)
merging similar features. Misfits are removed by
computing the similarity score between each centroid
and feature descriptor in the corresponding cluster.
Descriptors whose similarity to the centroid fall below
a given threshold value (set to 0.35 based on empirical
observations) are removed from the cluster. Centroids
are then repositioned according to the remaining
feature descriptors using the same SPK algorithm
adopted in the initial clustering step. Missing feature
descriptors are identified by recomputing the cosine
similarity between every feature descriptor not currently assigned to a cluster, and the centroid of that
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cluster. Any feature descriptor exhibiting a similarity
score higher than a given threshold (set to 0.35) is
added to that cluster. Finally, similar clusters are
merged by computing the cosine similarity between
each pair of centroids. Any pair of clusters exhibiting
a score above a given threshold (set to 0.55) is finally
merged into a single feature.
2.1.7 Feature naming
Each feature is named by identifying the medoid,
defined as the descriptor that is most representative of
the feature’s theme. The medoid is identified by first
computing the cosine similarity between each feature
descriptor and the centroid of the cluster, and then
averaging all term weights in the feature descriptor
vector above a certain threshold (0.1). The cosine
similarity and the average of dominant term weights
are then added together to produce the score of each
feature descriptor. The feature descriptor scoring the
highest value is selected as the medoid and the corresponding original feature descriptor (from Softpedia)
is selected as the name for the feature. This approach
produces quite meaningful names. As an example, a
feature based on the theme of updat, databas, automat,
viru was subsequently named Virus definition update
and automatic update supported.
2.1.8 Merging Category Clusters
Our approach involves processing each product category separately and then merging them into a single product-by-feature matrix. This directly mitigates
scalability issues of dealing with large numbers of
features, and has the additional extensibility benefit
of allowing new product categories to be added incrementally. Merging is accomplished through computing the cosine similarity between each pair of features,
and then merging features exhibiting scores of 0.6 or
higher.
2.2

Quantitative Cluster Evaluation

Because of the importance of the feature mining
process in our system, we performed a quantitative
analysis of the generated features. Quantitative cluster evaluation measures are generally classified into
two types: unsupervised and supervised. Unsupervised measures such as cluster cohesion and cluster
isolation, evaluate the clustering algorithm without
reference to external information, and therefore fail
to evaluate how well the generated clusters support
specific tasks [9]. They also tend to measure localized
cluster quality rather than optimizing for a global utility. In contrast, supervised measures, often referred
to as external measures, provide a more general assessment of quality by evaluating the extent to which
generated clusters match an external ideal structure or
ground truth (usually provided in an answer set). For
our evaluations, the ideal clusters, also called classes,
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were produced by human experts and with manually
clustering feature descriptors.
IDC was evaluated in the context of three different datasets (i) antivirus product descriptions extracted from SoftPedia, (ii) multimedia video product
descriptions extracted from SoftPedia, and (iii) a set
of 809 feature requests which were collected from
approximately 30 people for an Airport Kiosk in a
requirements management forum. For the first two
datasets, clusters were formed by members of our
research team. To accomplish this, feature descriptors in each category were first pruned to remove
redundancies. After pruning the antivirus dataset, 830
of 1075 features remained which were then grouped
into 27 clusters. Similarly, the set of 3710 features in
the multimedia dataset were reduced to 3176 features
and were clustered into 25 groups by experts. For the
airport dataset, an ideal clustering was produced by
a team of 4 college students who conducted a card
sorting exercise [20] which produced 40 groups.
For evaluation purposes four different competing approaches were selected. These included Latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [12], Spherical K-Means
clustering [11], K-Means, and Fuzzy K-Means [10]
clustering algorithms. K-Means algorithm is a common baseline to compare and evaluate clustering algorithms and is also used in our experiments as one
of the competing methods. To determine how much
the variation of the Spherical K-Means clustering
used in the IDC approach can improve the standard
algorithm, we compared the results of our algorithm
with the Spherical K-Means method.
The clusters produced by both K-means and Spherical K-Means algorithms are crisp clusters that do not
contain overlaps. In our experiments, Fuzzy K-means
was selected as a competing clustering technique
which produces soft clusters where each item can have
a degree of membership in each cluster.
Instead of using vector space models to represent
feature descriptors as in K-Means and IDC, there are
other techniques that find the latent topics in each
descriptor. Some well-known techniques in this category are the Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(pLSA), the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and the
Mixture of Dirichlet Compound Multinomial (DCM).
Among these models, we selected LDA to be used in
our comparisons as it has been shown to perform well
for semi-structured and text-oriented data.
2.2.1 Purity
Purity is measured by comparing generated clusters
to the answer set clusters (also called classes). Each
generated cluster is matched with the answer set
cluster with which it shares the most descriptors.
Purity is then computed by counting the number of
correctly assigned descriptors and dividing by the
total number of descriptors shown as N . In other
words, let W = {w1 , w2 , .., wn } be the set of clusters
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found by the clustering algorithm and C = {c1 , .., cl }
be the set of classes. Purity can be computed as
follows [9]:
1 X
maxj |wk ∩ cj |
(2)
purity(W, C) =
N
k

Purity can take values in the range of 0 to 1. A
perfect clustering algorithm has a purity of close to
1 while a poorly performing clustering method could
have purity closer to 0.
Fuzzy K-Means and LDA are soft clustering methods and produce membership probabilities for each
descriptor. There are two approaches for comparing
these methods against crisp clustering algorithms like
K-Means and Spherical K-Means; one way is to
place a threshold on the membership probabilities
and then for each descriptor to choose all clusters
for which it has probabilities above the threshold.
The second approach is to only select the highest
probability cluster for each descriptor. The quality of
the clustering method also depends on the parameters
and threshold values used in each of the methods.
For experimental purposes, we ran each technique
with different parameters and then used the best
result for comparison against other techniques. All
four algorithms were configured to produce the same
number of clusters as the answer set.
As noted earlier, Purity is a localized metric and
does not measure the global quality of the clustering
as a whole. Generally, for larger numbers of clusters,
each cluster will exhibit higher degrees of purity. In
the extreme case where the number of clusters is equal
to the number of items, purity is maximized at 1.0. To
mitigate this problem, we also computed normalized
mutual information (N M I).
2.2.2 Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)
NMI is calculated as follows:
N M I(W, C) =

I(W ; C)
[H(W ) + H(C)]/2

(3)

In the above formula, I(W ; C) represents mutual
information and is computed as in equation 4. This
value is a measure of the amount of information that
clusters contain about classes. Mutual information is
zero if the clusters are totally unrelated to actual
features.
From the NMI formula, H represents entropy which
measures the degree to which each cluster consists of
objects of a single category.
I(W ; C) =

X X |wk ∩ cj |
k

N

j

H(W ) = −

X |wk |
k

N

N |wk ∩ cj |
|wk ||cj |

(4)

|wk |
N

(5)

log

log
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Analysis of the results

Kmeans

0.8

LDA

0.7

Purity

As discussed in section 2, feature descriptors are
generated by splitting the product summary data
into sentences and taking each sentence as a descriptor. There can be situations where a sentence
describes more than one feature. The problem with
using crisp clustering techniques, such as Spherical KMeans and K-Means, is that some descriptors, common across multiple features, may be assigned to only
one feature. The IDC clustering algorithm, however,
produces overlapping clusters in which each feature
descriptor can be assigned to more than one cluster.
Although this aspect of the clustering algorithm is not
captured by the common evaluation metrics including purity and NMI, it is particularly important for
our feature recommendation system. As an example,
consider Table 3 that shows two overlapping clusters
generated by the IDC algorithm. In this example,
one of the clusters relates to the Joining multiple video
files feature while the other cluster represents Splitting a large video file feature. A representative set of
descriptors for each of the two clusters, as well as a
sample of common feature descriptors, are presented.
To illustrate the problem addressed here consider the
feature descriptor, Split and join screen recordings, that
describes two separate features (split, and join). By
applying crisp clustering methods, this descriptor is
assigned to one, and only one, of the two related
features; while the IDC method assigns it to both
clusters.
As noted earlier, our goal in designing the IDC
algorithms was to be able to generate the type of
overlapping clusters described above, and yet maintain the clustering effectiveness (as measured by the
NMI and purity metrics) that is typically achieved by
crisp clustering techniques. Although LDA and Fuzzy
K-Means methods can also produce soft clusters,
IDC generally showed better performance in terms of
purity and NMI in comparison to these two methods
and therefore was used in our approach.
Figure 3 compares the purity of IDC with other
clustering methods. For the antivirus dataset, Spherical K-Means achieved slightly better purity than IDC
(3% improvement) while other competing methods
returned lower purity than IDC. For the multimedia
video dataset, IDC had the best performance and
improved Spherical K-Means and standard K-Means
algorithms by 11% and 16% respectively. For the
Airport dataset Spherical K-Means, K-Means, and
IDC all had very similar purity.
Figure 4 depicts the NMI for different clustering
methods for each of the three datasets. IDC and Spherical K-Means algorithms both returned higher NMI
than the other competing methods over all the three
datasets. Similar to the results for purity, IDC and
Spherical K-Means had very similar performances in
terms of NMI. More specifically, Spherical K-Means

IDC

0.9

Fuzzy kmeans

0.6

SPK-means

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Antivirus

Multimedia Video

Airport

Fig. 3. Comparison of Purity for Different Clustering
Algorithms
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Kmeans
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Fuzzy kmeans
SPK-means

0.8
0.7

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Antivirus

Multimedia Video

Airport

Fig. 4. Comparison of Normalized Mutual Information
for Different Clustering Algorithms

returned about 1.5% higher NMI for the antivirus
dataset while IDC returned 1% higher NMI for multimedia video dataset. These two methods had the
same NMI for the airport dataset.
2.2.4 Recall and Precision
As explained in section 2.2.3, in some cases a feature descriptor describes more than one feature. If
crisp clustering methods are used, valid features can
be missed for a descriptor, and as a result, the
generated product-by-feature matrix is unnecessarily
sparse. This is undesirable, as sparsity is a major
issue known to limit the quality of recommendations
[21][22].
Based on our evaluations in the previous sections,
IDC and SPK-Means had very similar performances
in terms of purity and NMI (while better performance
in comparison to the other baselines). In this section,
we compare the precision and recall of assigning descriptors to features for these two clustering methods.
This evaluation was performed by three students who
were familiar with concepts of software engineer-
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TABLE 3
An Example of Two Overlapping Clusters
Cluster A - Join Multiple Files into One Large File
Cluster B - Split a Large File into Smaller Files
·Join multiple video files into one large AVI, MPEG, WMV file
·Split, cut a large video file into smaller video,audio clips
·Agile MPEG Video Joiner is a powerful easy-to-use tool to join
·VidSplitter is a complete Video splitting tool that lets you to split
multiple video files
large MPEG, ASF files into smaller video clips in various formats
·It supports joining multiple MPEG, AVI-DivX, WMV-ASF and
· Split video clips out from MPEG4, MP4, MPEG easily with only
other video file formats
3 steps
·Join/merge MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 video
·Split file between all supported formats
Sample of Common Feature Descriptors
· MP3 MPEG Joiner/Splitter is a software that joins/splits files of the type .mp3 or .mpg
· Split Join Convert MOV is an efficient program designed to split, join or convert Quicktime MOV or QT files to AVI,
MPEG or WMV formats
· Split Join Convert Video is a versatile tool to split, join or convert video files
· Split and join screen recordings
· Video Splitter Joiner and Converter is an all-in-one tool to split, join or convert video files
· A handy video file splitting and joining discount pack that includes Ultra Video Splitter and Ultra Video Joiner

ing and domain analysis. However, the evaluators
did not have any prior knowledge of our data and
the specifics of our project. For this evaluation, a
sample of 32 feature descriptors were selected from
the antivirus and multimedia software categories of
Softpedia. The sample was selected such that half
of the descriptors were assigned to more than one
cluster based on IDC while the remaining descriptors
belonged to only one cluster. The reason for this
selection was to evaluate the false positive mappings
(a descriptor is assigned to a feature while it should
not be) and true negative mappings (a descriptor
should be assigned to a feature but it is not).
The users were presented with the union of the
features discovered by IDC and SPK-Means. For each
descriptor, the participants were asked two questions:
(1) Name the set of features that should be assigned to this
descriptor. (2) If any, name the set of features that should be
assigned to this descriptor but are not in the set of presented
features.
For each descriptor, recall and precision were computed based on the answers from each participant and
were then averaged to compute the final recall and
precision for that descriptor. As the number of test
items is more than 30, we can assume that the sample
is normal. We used the Student’s t-test to evaluate the
following two null hypotheses:
Hp : The mean precision achieved using IDC is
equal to the mean precision achieved using SPKMeans.
Hr : The mean recall achieved using SPK-Means
is greater than or equal to the mean recall achieved
using IDC.
Table 4 presents the average precision and recall for
IDC and SPK-Means as well as the p-value for the two
tests. The results show that while the mean precision
for IDC and SPK-Means are not significantly different,
the mean recall for IDC is significantly higher than
SPK-Means.

TABLE 4
Student’s t-test results for comparison of mean
precision and mean recall for IDC and SPK-Means

Hp
Hr

2.3

Average for SPK-Means
0.85
0.532142857

Average for IDC
0.82525
0.680059524

p-value
0.632484247
0.000906678

Qualitative Feature Evaluation

We also performed a qualitative evaluation of the
clusters generated by each technique. This was particularly important because our recommender system will be used to support domain analysis tasks
and so must generate clusters which are meaningful
and understandable to human users. To assess the
quality of the generated features, the three product
categories of antivirus software, multimedia iPod applications, and Photography applications, were evaluated.
All descriptors from each product in these categories
were retrieved from the SoftPedia Web site. A cardsorting activity was then conducted to group feature
descriptors into features. This task was performed and
validated by three students who were familiar with
these domains, but otherwise previously unrelated
to this project. These manually identified features
served as the answer set for the remainder of the
evaluation. Each answer set took between 18-25 hours
to construct, and resulted in the identification of 27
distinct features for antivirus, 30 for iPod, and 38 for
multimedia photography.
In the next step of the evaluation, the IDC algorithm
was used to automatically identify features. These
features were then evaluated against the answer sets
by three additional students at DePaul. Each assessor
judged whether each automatically generated feature
represented (i) a clearly defined feature that matched
a feature in the answer set, (ii) A meaningful feature
that was not included in the answer set, (iii) a nonunique feature that overlapped with a previously
generated feature, or (iv) an ill-formed feature that
was non-cohesive or otherwise did not make sense.
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order to match elements of the description to features
in the feature pool. This matching is accomplished
by first performing basic preprocessing, such as tokenization, stemming, and removal of stop words, and
then converting the product description p to a term
vector p = (w1,p , w2,p , ..., wn,p ) where each dimension
corresponds to a separate term. We used the standard
term frequency-inverse document frequency approach [9],
also known as tf − idf , which computes the weight
for each term based on the normalized term-frequency
and the inverse document frequency.
Once the product description is converted to term
vector form, it is compared to the term vector representation of each feature in the feature pool using
a standard information retrieval metric such as the
cosine similarity. Features are then ranked according
to their similarity to the product description, and
presented to the analyst for confirmation. In certain
cases, the product description might describe a feature which is not matched to the feature pool. This
may occur because the feature pool does not provide
coverage of the intended functionality. In this case,
the recommender system will be unable to incorporate
this information into the recommendation process. In
other cases, a match may not be found because the
analyst did not describe the product in sufficient detail
TABLE 5
or used wording not represented in the model. In
User Evaluation of Feature Quality and Completeness this case, the analyst can expand the description in
an effort to make a match. To implement this phase
Virus iPod Photo Overall
of the process we utilized Poirot [23], which is a tool
Total features in answer set
27
30
38
95
originally developed by our research group to support
In both auto gen. and answer set 18
15
20
53
automated trace retrieval. Its search capabilities were
Answer set only
9
15
18
42
Auto generated only
9
15
19
43
ideally suited to the feature matching task.
Redundant features
3
3
1
7
As a result of this step of the process, an initial
Ill-formed features
4
2
2
8
product profile is appended to the product-by-feature
Excellent name
0.45 0.50 0.69
0.57
matrix.
Good name
0.20 0.36 0.27
0.28

They were also asked to rate the feature name as
(i) Excellent, (ii) Good, (iii) Poor, or (iv) Completely
inadequate; where an excellent feature was described
as having a realistic and professional sounding feature name, and an inadequate feature name exhibited
significant problems such as being too lengthy or
grammatically significantly incomplete. Finally, each
evaluator was asked to either match each feature in
the manually created answer set with a similar feature
generated by IDC, or to mark it as missing.
Results from the evaluation are shown in Table 5
and show that while our approach discovered only
about 56% of the features in the answer set, it also
discovered about 30% new unique features that were
missed in the manually constructed answer set. This
occurred despite the fact that analysts spent from 1825 hours constructing each answer set. Our initial
observations suggest that additional features could
have been detected by expanding the scope of the
screen scraper to mine broader product descriptors
beyond items listed as features. It is also worth noting
that our naming algorithm performed very well, delivering almost 85% of features there were categorized
as Good or Excellent. Only 2% of names were deemed
inadequate.

Poor name
Inadequate name

3

0.25 0.11 0.04
0.05 0.03 0.00

0.13
0.02

F EATURE R ECOMMENDATION

Based upon the clusters generated using IDC, we
create a binary product-by-feature matrix, M :=
(mi,j )P ×F , where P represents the number of products (117,265), F is the number of identified features
(1,135), and mi,j is 1 if and only if the feature j includes a descriptor originally mined from the product
i. This matrix, which contains the complete set of
recommendable features referred to as the feature pool
from now on, is used to generate feature recommendations in the following steps.
3.1

Creating initial product profile

First an initial product profile is constructed in a
format compatible with the feature model. To accomplish this, the domain analyst creates a short textual
description of the product, which is then processed in

3.2 Feature Recommendations using Association
Rule Mining
As previously explained, our approach utilizes two
different recommendation algorithms. The first algorithm addresses the potential problem that the initial
profile is relatively sparse and contains only a few features. To rectify this problem, we utilize Association
Rule Mining [5] which is known to return relatively
accurate, albeit incomplete, recommendations. It is
therefore ideal for the first step of augmenting the
product profile.
Association Rule Mining was originally developed
to support “market basket analysis” in order to
analyze products that buyers tend to purchase at
the same time. For example, an association rule
milk, butter =⇒ bread means that customers who
purchase milk and butter are also likely to purchase
bread. Association rule mining has been used to build
recommender systems in several different domains
including e-commerce and intelligent Web applications [24], [13], [25]. Association rules can be learned
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from the product-by-feature matrix, and then used to
make recommendations. For example, consider a rule
stating that email spam detector, virus definition update
=⇒ web history and cookies management, then a product
profile containing an email spam detector and a virus
definition update, could result in a recommendation
to add a feature to support web history and cookies
management. In general, when a partial profile is
matched against the antecedent of a discovered rule,
the items on the right hand side of the matching rules
are sorted according to the confidence values for the
rule, and the top ranked items from this list form the
recommendation set.
More formally, given a set of product profiles P and
a set of features F = {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fk } and a feature
set f ⊆ F , let Pf ⊆ P be the set of products that
have all the features in f . The support of the feature
set f is defined as σ(f ) := |Pf | / |P |. Feature sets that
satisfy a predefined support threshold are referred to
as frequent item sets (in the following we will refer to
these as frequent feature sets).
An association rule r is expressed in the form
X =⇒ Y (σr , αr ), where X ⊆ F and Y ⊆ F are
feature sets, σr is the support of the rule r defined
as σr := σ(X ∪ Y ), and αr is the confidence for the
rule r given by αr := σ(X ∪ Y )/σ(X)). The discovery
of association rules involves two main parts: the
discovery of frequent feature sets (i.e., itemsets which
satisfy a minimum support threshold) and the discovery of association rules from these frequent feature
sets which satisfy a minimum confidence threshold.
Various algorithms exist for discovering the frequent
itemsets and association rules among which we chose
to use FP-Growth algorithm [26] as it is shown to be
quite memory-efficient and hence suitable for the size
of our data set.
After creating the association rules, new features
can be recommended to an initial product profile by
finding all the matching rules. In order to reduce the
search time, the frequent feature sets are stored in
a directed acyclic graph, called a Frequent Itemset
Graph (FIG)[13], [14]. The graph is organized into
levels from 0 to k, where k is the maximum size
among all discovered frequent feature sets. Each node
at depth d in the graph corresponds to a feature set I
of size d and is linked to feature sets of size d + 1 that
contain I at the next level. The root node at level 0
corresponds to the empty feature set. Each node also
stores the support value of the corresponding frequent
feature set.
Given a product profile with feature set f , a depthfirst search is performed on the graph to level |f |.
If a match is found, then the children of the matching node are used to generate candidate recommendations; and each child of this node corresponds
to a frequent itemset f ∪ {r}. A feature r will be
added to the recommendation list if the support ratio
σ(f ∪ {r})/σ{f } exceeds a pre-specified minimum
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threshold. The same procedure will be repeated for
all the subsets of the feature set f .
Figure 5 depicts a section of the graph for features
related to audio/video format conversion. Each node
represents a frequent feature set and the number
associated with it shows the support value of the
feature set. For example, the three features (i) Supports
conversion between popular audio files, (ii) Fast conversion
speed and excellent output quality and (iii) Supports batch
conversion, occur together in 0.005 of total products
and are recognized as a frequent feature set.
Features recommended by the association rule mining approach are then presented to the user. The
user selects the correct recommendations and these
features are used to augment the initial product profile. The augmented profile is then given as input to
the kNN recommendation module to produce more
recommendations.

Fig. 5. Part of a Frequent Itemset Graph for the
audio/video format conversion

3.3

Feature Recommendations using Binary kNN

In our prior work, the product-based k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN) algorithm has been shown to be
an efficient method for recommending features and
requirements [27], [28]. For purposes of feature recommendations, the similarity of the new product and
each of the existing products in the product-by-feature
matrix is computed and the top k (25) most similar
products are selected as neighbors of the new product
(note that products with less than 6 features were
ignored, as their profiles are too sparse to create
good neighborhoods). Then, the binary equivalent of
cosine similarity is used to compute the similarity
of the new product p and the existing product n,
productSim(p, n), as follows:
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|Fp ∩ Fn |
productSim(p, n) = p
|Fp | · |Fn |
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(6)

where Fp denotes the set of features of product p
[29]. After forming the neighborhoods, features can
be recommended to the new product using a similar
approach as in [7]:
P
pred(p, f ) =

n∈nbr(p)

P

productSim(p, n) · mn,f

n∈nbr(p)

productSim(p, n)

(7)

where n ∈ nbr(p) depicts that n is a neighbor of p, and
mn,f is an entry in the matrix M indicating whether
product n contains feature f . In general, prediction
scores will be computed for each candidate feature,
and the top R features with highest predictions will
be selected.
To further reduce the noise in the recommendations,
a post-filtering step is added to the recommendation
process to re-rank the recommendations in favor of
the domain-specific features. In order to accomplish
this, a cross-cutting factor is computed for every feature
by counting the number of product types that are covered in the corresponding cluster. The prediction score
given by the kNN method for each feature is then
divided by its cross-cutting factor to produce new
scores. The features are descendant ordered based on
these new scores and the top N recommendations are
presented to the users.

4

F EATURE R ECOMMENDER E VALUATION

Evaluating a recommender system is a non-trivial
task. The ideal approach would involve conducting a
study of several software projects to observe whether
any of the recommended features were ultimately
included in the final product. However this type of
evaluation would need to be conducted over a long
period of time and would require multiple software
projects. Fortunately there are several commonly used
statistical methods for evaluating recommender systems [30].
We adopted a standard experimental design based
on a m-fold cross validation approach in which the
data was divided into m sets. In each of the m runs,
one of the sets is used as the test set and the union of
the remaining (m − 1) sets are used for training the
recommender system. After m runs of the experiment,
each of the m sets was used once as a testing set.
The performance of the system was determined by
averaging its performance over the m runs.
The goal of these experiments is to determine the
performance of the system in making correct feature recommendations for a product with a small
set of known features. Therefore for each product in
the test set, L features were randomly selected and
used to represent the initial product profile. One of

the remaining features was then randomly selected
as a target item, and the recommender system was
evaluated with respect to whether it was able to
recommend back this targeted item. If the feature was
recommended, its position in the overall recommendation list for the run was recorded. The rationale
behind recording the rank of the recommendation is
because top recommendations are more valuable to
the users, who are less likely to scroll to the end of a
long list of recommendations.
Results for leave-one-out cross validation recommendation experiments can be evaluated by computing the Hit Ratio, which computes the probability that
a given feature is recommended as part of the top
N recommendations produced by the system. Specifically, for each product p in the test set, a feature fp is
randomly removed from the product profile and a recommendation set RN (p), comprised of the top ranked
N recommended features, is produced using the remaining features of p. If fp ∈ RN (p), a hit is recorded
for that product. Suppose P is the set of products used
for evaluation. The hit-ratio of the recommendation
algorithm relative to a recommendation set size of N ,
is computed as: hr(N ) = |p ∈ P : fp ∈ RN (p)|/|P |.
Typically, hit ratio values are plotted against different
values of N . A hit ratio value of 1.0 indicates that the
algorithm was able to always recommend the hidden
feature, whereas a hit ratio of 0.0 indicates that the
algorithm was not able to recommend any of the
hidden features. Note that hit ratio increases as the
recommendation set size (N ) increases. In particular, if
N is the total number of possible features, the hit ratio
will be 1. Therefore, ideally a recommender system
should be able to achieve relatively high hit ratios
even when the recommendation set is small.
In practice, the usefulness of the recommendations
degrades for lower ranks as the users do not usually
scroll down to see all the recommendations. Therefore, to compare the performance of two competing
algorithms, differences in higher ranks should be
given more weight. Although hit-ratio ratio graphs
provide a good illustration of the performance of the
algorithms at different ranks, comparing the hit-level
mean values will not capture this point.
In case of our leave-one-out cross validation experiment, for the test product p, if the target feature
fp is recommended at level X, then the precision
1
. we evaluate the
of recommendations for p is X
significance of the differences between mean precision
in our comparisons (instead of mean hit-level). This is
mainly because average precision is less sensitive to
differences in lower ranks than differences in higher
ranks.
4.0.1 Experiment 1: Comparison of different recommendation algorithms
The first experiment was designed to evaluate the performance of the product-based kNN used in our rec-
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ommendation module, against two well-known recommendation methods, namely, feature-based kNN
[31] and matrix factorization using Bayesian personalized ranking (BPRMF) [32]. Similar to product-based
kNN, feature-based kNN method is also a neighborhood model, but one which makes predictions
based on feature neighborhoods. Matrix Factorization
models are an alternative approach which map both
products and features to a joint latent factor space
of dimensionality q, such that product-feature interactions are modeled as inner products in that space.
BPRMF, which was used in our experiments, is a form
of matrix factorization method designed to be most
useful for binary data.
A five-fold cross validation approach was followed
to evaluate the performance of the recommendation
methods. The experiment was performed with an
initial profile size of L = 3. The number of neighbors
for product-based kNN and feature-based kNN was
set to K = 20. Also, the BPRMF method was run for
80 factors and in 3000 iterations with a learning rate
of α = 0.05.
The hit-ratio results of this experiment for a sample of
Softpedia software categories are shown in Figure 6.
For each category, the hit ratio is shown for different
sizes of recommendation.
In all categories, the product-based kNN algorithm
performed better than the feature-based kNN method
for all confidence levels. Also, the graphs show that
the product-based kNN outperformed BPRMF for the
top 25 recommendations while the BPRMF has much
better performance for larger sizes of recommendations. Assuming that it is not practical to show more
than 20 results to the user at one time, the productbased kNN algorithm has the best performance.
We also computed the average precision of the
competing algorithms and tested the significance of
the differences between product-based KNN and the
other two methods using the student’s t-test. For each
of the categories we tested the following two null
hypotheses:
H1 : Mean precision for product-based kNN is
less than or equal to the mean precision for featurebased kNN.
H2 : Mean precision for product-based kNN is
less than or equal to the mean precision for BPRMF.
The t-test requires a normally-distributed sample.
By the central limit theorem, sample means of moderately large samples (more than 30) are often wellapproximated by a normal distribution even if the
data are not normally distributed. As the number of
test samples is larger than 30, we can assume that the
sample is normal. The average precision(AP) for the
recommendation algorithms as well as the p-values
for the t-tests are included in table 6. For all the categories except multimedia the two null hypothesis H1 ,
and H2 can be rejected with high confidence showing
that product-based kNN can achieve a higher mean
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precision than the other two methods. For the multimedia category, although H2 can be rejected, there is
insufficient evidence to reject H1 .
4.0.2

Experiment 2: Association Rules

To determine the effect of association rule mining on
the performance of the system, the previously described five-fold approach was adopted. In each of the
five runs of the experiment, a frequent item set graph
was constructed from the products in the training set.
For each product in the test set, L = 3 features were
selected and the remaining features were removed
from the profile. The frequent item set graph was
then used to generate recommendations, and those
recommendations with confidence scores of 0.2 or
higher, were presented to the user. Figure 7 shows the
precision and recall for different levels of confidence.
For example, at a confidence level of 0.2, the precision
of the generated recommendations is 25% and recall
is 37%. The association rule approach can therefore
achieve high precision in recommendation, but at the
cost of lower recall. These observations support our
earlier claims that Association Rule Mining can be
useful for identifying a small set of previously unused
features with a high degree of precision.
To simulate the step in which the user evaluates the
initial recommendations, we automatically accept the
correct recommendations and reject the incorrect ones
based on the known data stored in the product-byfeatures matrix. These accepted recommendations are
then used to augment the initial product profile of size
L = 3. The augmented profile is then given as input
to the kNN recommender to generate more recommendations. In our evaluations, this hybrid method
is shown as kNN+.
The leave-one-out cross validation experiment described in Experiment 1 was then conducted on the
whole set of products, covering all of the categories,
with the small modification that the left-out item was
selected from the set of features that were not part
of the augmented profile. Figure 8 compares the hit
ratio results of the product-based kNN approach with
the kNN+ method. As can be seen, the quality of
recommendations can be improved when association
rules are used to augment the product profile before
running the kNN algorithm. This difference represents a 0.1 improvement in hit ratio at a rank of 20.
We also computed the average precision for these
two methods. The average precision of kNN was 0.051
while the average precision of kNN+ was 0.060 .
Similar to our evaluations in section 4.0.1, we used
the Student’s t-test statistic to test the following null
hypothesis:
H0 : Mean precision for kNN+ is less than or
equal to the mean precision for kNN.
The computed p-value for this test was 4.951E49 which is much smaller than the commonly used
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TABLE 6
Student’s t-test results comparing the mean precision for product-based kNN and feature-based kNN and
BPRMF for various categories

Internet
Multimedia
Security
System
Office
Programming

AP for Product-based kNN
0.044385257
0.042550062
0.044682807
0.042300756
0.049005664
0.049108903

AP for Feature-based kNN
0.029598626
0.040130303
0.034942399
0.031335661
0.031160901
0.036690594

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

Hit Ratio

0.4
0.3

0.3
0.2

Product-based kNN

0.2

0.1

BPRMF

0.1

Feature-based knn

0
1

11

21

31

Product-based kNN

BPRMF

1

Number of Recommedations

(a) Internet

0.3

11
21
31
41
Number of Recommendations

(b) Multimedia
0.7

0.5

Feature-based KNN

Hit Ratio

Product-based kNN

0.2

BPRMF

0.1

Hit Ratio

BPRMF

Feature-based KNN

21

31

41

Number of Recommendations

(d) System

1

11

21

31

0.4

0.3
0.2

Product-based kNN

0.1

BPRMF
Feature-based KNN

0

0
11

41

0.5

0.3

Product-based kNN

31

0.6

0.4

0.4

21

(c) Security

0.6

1

11

Number of Recommendations

0.6

0

Feature-based KNN
1

0.7

0.1

BPRMF

0

0.8

0.2

Product-based kNN

0.2

0.7

0.5

p-value for H2
0.003991202 *
0.026067424 *
0.064780269 *
0.026554663 *
8.83999E-06 *
0.002525262 *

0.4

0.8

0.3

p-value for H1
1.22251E-16 *
0.287419169
4.51717E-05 *
0.000200299 *
3.7573E-17 *
8.07944E-06 *

0.1

Feature-based KNN

0

41

Hit Ratio

0.8

0.7

Hit Ratio

0.8

0.4

Hit Raio

AP for BPRMF
0.038987167
0.037031697
0.041098306
0.03758579
0.035160479
0.04054354

1

41

Number of Recommendations

11

21

31

41

Number of Recommendations

(e) Office-tools

(f) Programming

Fig. 6. Comparison of Recommendation Methods for Different Software Categories
threshold of 0.05. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis.

0.7
0.6

Hit Ratio

0.5
0.4
0.3

Product-based kNN

0.2

kNN+
0.1
0

1

6

11

16

21

26

31

36

41

46

Number of Recommendations
Fig. 8. Hit Ratio Comparison of kNN and kNN+

5
Fig. 7. Recall and Precision at Different Levels of
Confidence

C ASE S TUDY: C OLLABORATIVE S OFTWARE S UITE
The previous experiments demonstrate the viability
of utilizing our recommender system to recommend
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useful features to a domain analyst. However, to
further evaluate its usefulness we applied it within
the context of a larger and more realistic project. We
therefore present a case study, based around the Collaborative Software Suite (CoSS), which is intended
to support project members collaborating on a distributed project. CoSS, will be developed as a webbased solution for managing projects and supporting
collaboration across an enterprise-level organization.
It will provide support for various activities including project management, virtual team management,
advanced reporting, dashboards, online calendars,
workflow creation, document management, communication and conferencing, etc.
5.1

Case Study Creation Methodology

Although different domains were considered, CoSS
was selected because several researchers on our team
were familiar with using enterprise level collaborative
tools, and because the domain contained a relatively
large number of interrelated features that were well
represented in the SoftPedia data. The case study
was developed by a member of our research team,
from now on referred to as the Domain Analyst,
who had extensive experience working on software
development projects, and whose sole responsibility
in this project was to build the case study and help
in the qualitative evaluation of recommendations. The
domain analyst followed the FODA method [2] and
developed the domain model based on a combination
of expert knowledge and publicly available product
descriptions for over 100 related commercial products. To avoid introducing bias to the experiment,
the analyst did not use Softpedia.com, which was the
Website from which we mined features to train the
recommender system. The domain analyst invested
over 30 hours to identify approximately 120 coarsegrained features. The domain analysis did not include
identifying composition rules such as optionality, variability, or mutual exclusion between features.
5.2

Feature Model Description

The CoSS feature model, depicted in Figure 9, shows
primary features such as project management and communication and a selection of their associated subfeatures. For example, project management is decomposed into features such as project setup, task setup,
and project notification. Each feature is further defined
through a textual description, as illustrated for Task
Setup and its sub-features “Create new tasks, and todo lists for each team member”, “Create scheduled
and recurring tasks” and “Create project/task workflow rules”.
5.3

Qualitative Analysis

In addition to the quantitative study described in
Section 4, we also conducted a qualitative evaluation
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which relied on expert human judgment. For this
experiment, 5 tasks were defined where each task
consists of a subset of 5 randomly selected features
from the CoSS feature model and simulates a situation
where an expert has selected 5 features for a product
and is using the recommender system to discover
more features. Table 7 shows one of the tasks used
in our experiment.
As described in section 3.1, each of the feature
descriptors are automatically mapped to the set of
1,135 features in our system to create an initial product
profile for each task. The highest ranked matches are
presented to the user for feedback. If no good matches
are found, the user can modify the initial product
description and reissue the recommendation request.
Assuming that the feature that the user is looking
for exists in our system, this process can continue
until the user is satisfied that their initial product
description is successfully matched to features. In our
evaluations, it took less than 5 minutes in average to
map each task to the set of corresponding features
In the next step, association rule mining was performed on the set of selected features and the results
were shown to the user for feedback. Those confirmed recommendations were added to the profile.
In the last step, the kNN algorithm was run and the
top R = 50 recommendations were selected. These
recommendations were then re-ranked based on the
calculated cross-cutting factors and the top N = 10
features were shown to the users. Table 8 shows
the set of recommendations produced by association
rule mining and kNN algorithms for the sample task
shown in Table 7. For each recommendation, the
feature name and a sample of feature descriptors are
provided.
An analysis of the recommended items was performed independently by three users who had not
previously been exposed to the datasets and the COSS
recommendations made by our approach. In order
to remove bias in the experiment, for each of the
tasks, the ranked list of N recommended features
were mixed with N features that were randomly
taken from the set of all features. A total of 2N
recommendations were presented for each task. The
users were not informed of the number of random
features inserted in the recommendation list, and no
differentiation was made between features generated
by our method and the additional randomly selected
ones. Study participants were asked to analyze each
presented features in terms of the following criteria:
(Q1 ) Is the recommended feature cohesive? (Q2 ) Was this
feature mentioned in the original profile? (Q3 ) Is this
feature related to the overall goals of the Collaborative
Software Suite? (Q4 ) Is this recommendation a possible
feature for the Collaborative Software Suite? and (Q5 ) Was
this recommendation useful?. It took less than 2 minutes
in average for each user to answer this questions for
each of the recommended features
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Fig. 9. Collaborative Software Suite: Domain Model.

TABLE 7
An Example of an Initial Product Description. For
Experimental Purposes the Description Was
Composed of a Set of Features Randomly Selected
from the Manually Created Domain Model.
Provides different permission levels for adding and sharing
calendars, events and so on.
Assign tasks to one or more of the team
Supports results reporting and charting
Provides data export import to excel, csv, spss file
Manage projects and teams and improve inter and intragroup communications

For each task and for every user, the precision
for each question from Q1 to Q5 was computed for
the feature recommender and the random baseline.
Given that we had 5 tasks and 3 evaluators, 15 paired
samples were collected for each of the questions.
Based on normality tests including Shapiro-Wilk test
and also frequency histograms, we can assume that
the samples were taken from a normal population.
For questions 2 to 5, the paired one-way Student’s ttest statistic was used to evaluate the statistical significance of improvement of precision using our method.
For question 1, we used paired two-way Student’s
t-test statistic to evaluate whether there was any
difference in the cohesion of the features randomly
generated and those produced by our recommender.
Table 9 presents the null hypothesis for each question.
In this table, µrec represents the mean precision for
our recommendation approach and µrand indicates
the mean precision for the random baseline. Also,
the average precision over all the tasks and users are
shown for our recommender and the random baseline.
According to Table 9, the p-values of the tests for
questions Q2 to Q5 are all much smaller than 0.05
(which is commonly used as the threshold) showing
that the null hypothesis for all these questions can
be rejected and the mean precision of our method is
significantly higher than the random baseline. The p-

TABLE 8
Top Recommendations Showing Feature Titles and a
Subset of Related Feature Descriptors
#

Algorithm

Feature Title

1

ARM

Extensive reporting,
Customized reports

2

ARM

Task manager

3

kNN

Features related to
‘reminders’

4

kNN

User Defined Filters

5

kNN

Templates

6

kNN

Features related to
‘MS Outlook’

7

kNN

Activity Tree Pane
Features

8

kNN

Customizable
categories for events,
documents, tasks

9

kNN

Features related to
notes

10

kNN

Daily/weekly/monthly
reporting or viewing
activities

11

kNN

Exporting to the Web

12

kNN

Recording

Sample Descriptors in the Feature
· Users can share customized reports easily.
· Reporting: Save reports in Word Adobe HTML format.
· Export reports in Excel files.
· Custom reports generator.
· Event and Task List
· plan manage and schedule your important dates and
times
· Date Reminder for nonrecurring and recurring events
· Flexible Reminder Frequency
·Built-in day planner to remind you of scheduled
events
·Set Tasks and reminders with 1 click.
· Ability to filter report content by WorkItem type.
· Filters for sorting items according to many factors.
· Information is readily accessible in a variety of ways.
· Ready-to-use templates
· Quickly enter your records using record templates
· Quickly enter movie records using record templates
· Data can be synchronized with Microsoft Outlook
· Duplicate Remover for Outlook Calendar
· Outlook Express: Mail folders.
· Outlook Express: Message rules.
·Activity Tree Pane Features: Provides a hierarchical
arrangement of WorkItems
· Activity Tree Pane Features: Ability to create your
own WorkItem types.
· Activity Tree Pane Features: Ability to track time
spent on WorkItems.
· Filter Items by Category and Type.
· Unlimited User defined categories.
· Customizable Event Categories.
· Export Notes
·Add a note to the event
· It keeps track of your notes and tasks
· The print options provide daily weekly and monthly
summaries.
· Weekly calendar view of your activities
· Weekly View: Display events in a week.
· Display record (text and graphic) in the form of the
WEB page.
· Publish your database to the Web
· Web calendars.
· Screen Shot Capture is a handy and easy to use
graphic capture tool
· Screen Snapshot Recording
· Video Recorder

value for the first question shows that cohesion of the
random features are not significantly different from
those recommended by our method.
Results showed that in average, 91% of the recommended features were assessed as related to the
overall goals of CoSS. While only 73% of the features
were deemed to be cohesive, the reviewers classified
86% of them as useful, suggesting that some lack
of cohesion did not undermine the utility of the
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TABLE 9
Qualitative Analysis Results
Question
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5

Null hypothesis
µrand = µrec
µrand ≥ µrec
µrand ≥ µrec
µrand ≥ µrec
µrand ≥ µrec

Average precision of the recommender
0.73030303
0.674116162
0.909343434
0.768813131
0.865782828

recommendations.

6

T HREATS

TO

VALIDITY

Threats to validity can be classified as construct, internal, external validity, and reliability. External validity
evaluates the generalizability of the approach. The
training data consists of product feature descriptors
extracted from Softpedia. Our feature model therefore
only includes features which are included in SoftPedia
listings. However, as SoftPedia covers a wide range
of product types, we assume the technique will generalize to other as yet unevaluated domains. Due to
this limitation, the COSS case study was deliberately
chosen to be compatible with domains covered by
SoftPedia. If a non-compatible case study had been
chosen it would have been difficult to generate useful recommendations. These limitations were clearly
described in the text. In future work we intend to extend the training data to include product descriptions
mined from additional sites such as GOOGLE Apps
MarketPlace.
Construct validity evaluates the extent to which
the construct that was intended to be measured was
actually measured. In the evaluation of the IDC algorithm, we used four different answer sets. Each of
these answer sets was created manually using cardsorting techniques, and represents one viable clustering of feature descriptors. It is unclear whether
the various clustering algorithms would have performed equally well against all valid clusterings. Unfortunately the time and effort needed to manually
create such clusterings made it infeasible to repeat
the exercise multiple times. On the other hand, the
clusterings were created by people otherwise entirely
unrelated to our study, and their only instructions
were to cluster feature descriptors into meaningful
and distinct features. We did not tell them how many
features to identify. Furthermore, the results from the
IDC study were fairly consistent across all three of the
studied datasets.
Another construct threat to validity is in our choice
of leave-one-out evaluation for quantitatively evaluating the recommender system. While this is a standard
technique for evaluating recommender systems, it suffers from the problem that it is only able to evaluate
known information. For example, if a known feature
is removed from a product, and the recommender
system is able to successfully recommend it back in

Average precision of the random baseline
0.807575758
0.17739899
0.327020202
0.327651515
0.350505051

p-value
0.145440189
5.43955E-06
4.9452E-08
3.90332E-07
1.34156E-06

a certain ranking of the recommender features list, it
counts as a successful recommendation at that ranking. On the other hand, our recommender system may
recommend a feature which does not appear in the
feature list of that product. This result will be recorded
as an incorrect recommendation even though the recommended feature might be a viable recommendation
for that product. This problem is particularly evident
in our dataset, as the lists of features associated with
each product are certainly incomplete. On the other
hand, this problem has a negative impact on our results and so does not bias the validity of our approach.
Despite this problem, our recommender system was
able to recommend back a significant number of
known features at high positions in the ranked list.
Furthermore, we augmented our findings from this
quantitative study with a qualitative case study in
which generated recommendations were evaluated by
human analysts.
Internal validity reflects the extent to which a study
minimizes systematic error or bias, so that a causal
conclusion can be drawn. We designed the COSS
evaluation to reduce this bias. The evaluation was
performed by members of our research team who
had not otherwise been exposed to the datasets and
the results of the recommendation system prior to
this study. We performed a blind study in which
evaluators (1) had not previously been exposed to the
COSS recommendations made by our approach, and
(2) which now included 50% of random recommendations. (3) The evaluators were not informed which
features were made by our recommender system and
which were random. (4) The evaluators were not
informed of the number of random features in the
recommendation set.

7

R ELATED W ORK

This work bridges the gap between automated feature
detection and recommender systems. We therefore
provide a brief background survey on each of these
areas.
Several domain analysis methods such as FODA
(Feature Oriented Domain Analysis) [2], FROM
(Feature-Oriented Reuse Method) [3] , FAST (Family Oriented Abstraction, Specification, And Translation)[5], FeatureRSEB [33], and ODM (Organization Domain Modeling) [34] have been proposed to
support the discovery, analysis, and documentation
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of commonalities and variabilities within a domain.
These methods rely on human intensive activities
which are more appropriate for a small domain. Tools
that have been constructed to support these methods [35], [36] [37][4] primarily focus upon modeling
variability and managing it across different products.
Therefore significant upfront manual effort is still required in order to perform a domain analysis, identify
features, and create their composition rules. There
has recently been considerable research on using data
mining and machine learning techniques in order
to construct domain models through organizing and
discovering relationships between software requirements. For example, the Domain Analysis and Reuse
Environment (DARE) [4] uses text processing tools
to extract domain vocabulary from text sources, and
then identifies common domain entities, functions,
and objects, by clustering related words and phrases.
These clusters are then used by the analyst to create
a feature table. Chen et al. [38] manually constructed
requirements relationship graphs (RRG) from several
different requirements specifications and then used
hierarchical clustering techniques to merge them into
a single domain tree. However, this approach is not
easily scalable beyond trivially sized domains because the domain user is required to manually create
each requirements relationship graph. Although these
graphs are constructed from one application and can
be reused in other applications in the same domain,
considerable user intervention is required to modify
and adopt them. Vander Alves et.al. [39] utilized
the Vector Space Model (VSM) and Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA) to determine the similarity between requirements and then generated an association matrix
which is clustered using the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) algorithm. Identified clusters are
then merged together using a depth-first algorithm
to compare nodes and create a feature model for the
domain. Noppen et al. [40] extended this work by
including fuzzy sets in the framework to allow individual requirements to be associated with multiple
features. Niu and Easterbrook [41], [42] developed an
on-demand clustering framework that provided semiautomatic support for analyzing functional requirements in a product line. They proposed an information retrieval (IR) and natural language processing
(NLP) approach to identify important entities and
functions in the requirements as a functional requirements profile (FRP). FRPs are identified according
to the linguistic characterization of a domain and
tend to capture the domain’s action themes from the
requirements documents. FRPs are used as clustering
objects and information retrieval techniques are used
to identify (model) the variability among FRPs. In this
framework, human intervention is needed to validate
FRPs and their attributes.
Several other researchers have used association rule
mining to automate the construction of domain fea-
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ture models from a set of already existing application
features. Lora-Michiels [43] applied association rules
analysis to identify mandatory and optional relationships; then performed a chi-square statistical test
in conjunction with the association rules to identify
require relationships. Similarly, She [44] used a set
of individual product configurations consisting of a
list of features, then applied conjunctive and disjunctive association rule mining to construct a probabilistic feature model. In other work, Acher et. Al
[45] extracted feature models of several applications
from tabular documentation of product features. They
used a name based merging technique to merge the
overlapping parts of each feature model, synthesize
the variability information and build a single feature
model representing the product family.
However, all of these approaches on feature configuration, assume that the list of features for each
individual application is available for synthesis and
constructing the final domain model.
The field of recommender systems has also been
studied extensively, but mostly within the context
of e-commerce systems, where numerous algorithms
have been developed to model user preferences and
create predictions. These algorithms vary greatly, depending on the type of data they use as an input to
create the recommendations. For example, some use
content information about the items [46], or collaborative data of other users’ ratings [7], or knowledge
rules of the domain [47], or hybrid approaches [48].
Substantial amounts of work have been done in the
area of evaluating recommender systems [30] and on
newer highly efficient algorithms such as those based
on matrix factorization [49]. Despite the proliferation
of both of these fields, there has been very little work
combining recommender systems and requirements
engineering. Work in this area has focused on recommending topics of interest in large scale online
requirements forums [28], and a high-level overview
of possible usages and applications of recommender
systems in this domain [50]. Nevertheless, our use
of recommender systems in this paper builds on the
substantial background of research in this area.

8

C ONCLUSION

This paper has presented a novel feature recommender system to support the domain analysis process. This is a critical early-phase part of the software
development life-cycle and is essential in both application development and product line development
[51], [52]. Our system mines feature descriptors for
hundreds of products from publicly available software repositories of product descriptions and uses
this data to discover features and their associations.
For feature discovery, we proposed a novel Incremental Diffusive Clustering algorithm. The evaluation results presented in this paper, reveal that our clustering
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method is more suitable for this task than some other
well-known clustering methods. We expect that the
results from our clustering analysis can be applied to
other clustering problems in the requirements engineering domain. Another novel contribution of this
work is the hybrid approach which uses association
rule mining to augment an initial profile, and then
uses the standard kNN approach to make additional
recommendations. This has the advantage of augmenting an initially sparse product description before
making a more extensive set of recommendations.
The performance of the recommender system was
evaluated both through quantitative experiments and
qualitative analysis. The results showed that our recommender system is capable of making viable feature
recommendations to help domain analysts build domain models for a variety of software applications. In
addition, the examples shown throughout the paper
have illustrated the process, its benefits and its limitations.
Future work will focus on mining additional software repositories and directories to broaden the
knowledge of the system, improve the interaction
between the user and the system, explore techniques
to enhance the navigation and visualization of the
recommended features, and conduct more extensive
qualitative evaluations with a wider group of project
stakeholders.
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